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From the Editor/President
Welcome to the Anzac Day edition of the newsletter of our Canberra Survey Corps
Association. Our numbers for the march up Anzac Parade behind our Association banner to
the Australian War Memorial for the National Commemorative Service were only seven.
Apologies were received from travellers and some who could not march, but I hope that the
marcher numbers were an anomaly and that next year our numbers will increase like the
trends in other Survey Corps Associations. The Governor-General in his commemorative
address made the point that those who march do not do it for themselves but do so to
commemorate the service and sacrifice of all those who have served. I believe that our
Association has the special responsibility of honouring the memory of those twenty men who
died in war, or on survey operations other than war, and who are commemorated on the
Australian War Memorial Roll of Honour.
For this newsletter I especially thank contributors of articles: Gary Hunter, Bob Williams, Bill
Swan, Greg Tolcher and Charlie Watson.
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Please continue to send to me for publication, anecdotes, photographs and stories of what we
did, how we did it and who did it, or anything which you believe is of interest to our
members. Of special interest for the newsletter are biographical sketches and memories.
Last but not least please add the events for the year (see the Fridge Magnet) to your diaries.
Please note the change of date for the Corps birthday lunch to Friday 28th June.

Peter Jensen
Editor/President pajmjensen@gmail.com

Anzac Day 2019 – “You matter, what you did matters, you are
in our (the nation’s) hearts”
By Peter Jensen

Kev Kennedy, Noel Ticehurst, Len Kemp, Dave McLachlan, Peter Ralston who proudly
volunteered to carry our banner, Peter Jensen, John Bullen and our Girl Scout parade guide
lined-up behind our Association banner to march up Anzac Parade to the Australian War
Memorial for the Anzac Day National Commemorative Service. John again led the Association
keeping the left-right-left beat of 110 paces to the minute assisted by the band of the Royal
Military College, Duntroon, for the march along Anzac Parade to the Australian War Memorial
for the Anzac Day National Commemorative Service. John’s by-the-right eyes-right salute
was acknowledged by the reviewing officer His Excellency General the Honourable Sir Peter
Cosgrove AK MC (Retd) Governor-General of the Commonwealth of Australia. In his
Commemorative Address, the General did not concentrate on specific wars and conflicts but
talked about why people give service before self and what that meant to the nation, that we
marching behind the many banners do not do it for ourselves but to honour the service and
memory of all those who have served, saying that “you matter, what you did matters, you are
in our hearts”. He went on to say that he is looking forward to once again proudly marching
with his association after his retirement this year. The General and Lady Cosgrove were
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wished a happy retirement by all. Our marchers then retired to the Kingston Hotel to enjoy
lunch with other members: Dawn Laing, Charlie Watson, Mark Heinrich and Ross Jenkins.
The Aust War Memorial Master of Ceremony mentioned a brief narrative of the Survey Corps
as our contingent turned onto the parade ground, skipping from Artillery associations to the
Survey Corps. But I will write a letter of complaint to ABC TV that in the telecast of the
march the commentator did not mention us marching behind the Engineers.
While I was waiting at the march assembly area, being early there with the banner, I chatted
with two sappers from 5th Combat Engineer Regiment there to carry the Engineer Corps
banner and serving sapper officers from local units. All of them knew of RA Svy from either
the surveyors in their units, the Holsworthy RAE museum or using the Corps’ maps. A
considerable number of the Engineer contingent had no wartime experience but were there
to honour those who had served.

Lunch at the Kingston Hotel (from left): Kev Kennedy, Peter Ralston, Ross Jenkins, Mark Heinrich,
Dawn Laing, John Bullen, Peter Jensen, Charlie Watson, Len Kemp

More Sam Chambers Stories
By Gary Hunter

After I enlisted in the ARA in January 1971 and did my recruit training at Kapooka, I first
heard of Sam Chambers when I commenced the 42/71 Basic Survey Course at the School of
Military Survey, Bonegilla. Sam was the WO1 there at the time and while we all looked up to
him, we certainly didn’t want him to know our names – because that would have meant we’d
done something wrong to attract his attention and thereafter he would always be on the
lookout for us to make sure we were busy. Otherwise, we would hear “Sapper X, you look as
if you need something to do – I’ve got just the job for you. Come with me!”
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Of course, our impressions of staff at the School would invariably be quite different when
they were posted back to field units, and I next encountered Sam when we were both posted
to 8 Field Survey Squadron in January 1973. Sam was sharing the single SGT/WO quarters
with Brian Firns, situated next to the OR quarters, and the two groups would share the dining
and bar facilities.
Sam was the unit’s SSM at the time and I remember he came up to me once and said “Blue,
we’ve got an American pilot staying in the single men’s quarters tonight, so I want you to
look after him.” I replied “Yes sir, and do you want me to tell the kitchen staff that we’ve
got an extra person for dinner?” Sam said that wouldn’t be necessary as the pilot doesn’t eat
much.
I soon found out that Sam was referring to the remains of a WW2 American fighter pilot that
had been found just a day or two before, still in his aircraft where it had crashed in the Owen
Stanley Ranges 30 years before. The remains were being held by us before repatriation back
to the U.S. The pilot was identified by his wristwatch which had been found in good
condition. The inscription on the back of his watch gave his name and the date of his solo
flight – he’d been shot down in New Guinea and reported missing only four weeks after his
solo back in the U.S.
Later in 1973 we were doing the 4-month first order geodetic traverse down the length of
New Britain to connect it to the PNG mainland near Saidor on the northern coast. I was on a
forward light party with Phil (P.J.) Moore and during a SITREP back to the main base I
requested a sheet change as we had been using the same sheets for six weeks. Sam heard my
request and came on the radio to announce his solution. “Blue, you change sheets with P.J.
and he can change sheets with you!”
After my posting to Popondetta was completed in early 1974, Sam stayed on in PNG and I
returned to Australia – subsequently serving overseas again in PNG with 4 Fd Svy Sqn in 1974
and Irian Jaya in 1976 with 2 Fd Svy Sqn.
I didn’t work under Sam again and it was not until I started working in Afghanistan in 2011
that I heard from him – although I had kept track of his movements over the years through
the Corps newsletters. Sam took quite an interest in my project work over the past few years
and more than once he would finish an email to me with the instruction “Keep your head
down, Blue!”
Then, when I started working in Zimbabwe in 2014 Sam contacted me to say he had an
interest in that part of the world. The interest turned out to be the country’s diamond mines
and Sam asked me what I knew about the mines around the Zimbabwe/Mozambique border
and also asked me to keep my ears open for any news concerning diamond mining in that part
of the world. As it turns out, he was thinking of investing in a diamond mine there but it was
always a highly risky enterprise and not long afterwards the Zimbabwean government
nationalized all the private diamond mines in the country – causing considerable harm to the
original investors. So hopefully Sam didn’t put any money into them.
While I didn’t hear from Sam late last year when I was back in Afghanistan, I certainly had
regular email contact with him in 2017. From my perspective, he was a good digger and a
good military surveyor who was always respected.
Rest in Peace, Sam.
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Personality of the Corps - Sergeant James Borella Swan
The Editor from information provided by Bill Swan
It is always a pleasure to receive email as comment or
question about the Australian Survey Corps Nominal
Roll. In January I received an email from Bill Swan
who had been browsing the Nominal Roll online and
found a record of his late father’s service in the
Second World War. Sadly SGT Jim Swan passed away
fifty years ago aged 50 years, but he did leave a
treasure trove of memorabilia of his time in the Army
and son Bill wondered whether some of this might be
useful for telling an abbreviated story of someone who
had proudly served in the Australian Survey Corps.
James (Jim) Borella Swan, a 21 year old artist in
Sydney, enlisted in the militia on 3 December 1940,
initially serving in 1 Artillery Survey Regiment in the
rank of Lance Bombardier and then transferred to 2
Aust Field Survey Company as a draughtsman. He
transferred to the 2nd AIF on 1 September 1942 to be
deployed out of Australia and its Territories. Jim
remained with 2 Company throughout the war, serving as the Senior NCO in charge of
draughting on Section deployments, being discharged on 9 November 1945. Jim joined 2
Company at Strathfield, Sydney then to Kyogle, Childers, Maryborough, Fraser Island,
Redlynch, Cooktown, Normanton, Merauke (Dutch New Guinea) 1 May 1944 – 1 September
1944, Lae (New Guinea) then Torokina (Bougainville) with No 3 Section, 19 October 1944 November 1945. The draftsmen in the deployed Sections of the Company were responsible
for completing the maps up to the fair drawing stage and at times produced dyeline print
copies if the users couldn’t wait a few days for the final full colour litho print versions which
were printed in Australia until 6 Aust Army Topo Svy Coy arrived in Lae in late 1944 with their
heavy printing presses.
Jim was one of the colourful characters of the unit, drawing many cartoons (gags as he called
them) of Army life which were published in papers and magazines such as The Bulletin and
Stand Easy. When the unit was at Strathfield, he and his best two mates (Jimmy Long and
Jack Phelong) arrived for duty each day in a hoodless Chevrolet to the amusement of
everyone else, but were seldom short of petrol. In Merauke, Jim painted portraits in oil, and
produced a magazine but it was never published (from Memories of 2 Aust Fd Svy Coy by
LTCOL HPG Clews). It is likely that the magazine was ‘Troppo’ which never got through the
censor – something which Jim was very scathing about in a letter home.
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The triangle colour patch of survey units of Engineers and Aust Survey Corps appear in Jim Swan’s
cartoons in the national newspapers/magazines

From left: 1943 Gulf of Carpentaria and Cape York 2 Aust Fd Svy Coy – from left Jim Swan with the
woomera, Jimmy Long, Charlie with the spear, Jack Pheloung
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This cartoon may have been to do with a miscellaneous task request from the HQ Lae Officers Mess for
Jim to paint a mural in the mess. This task was ‘right up his alley’ but he was very disappointed when
he wasn’t released by his unit for ‘operational reasons’ which he says turned out to be shovelling
gravel off a truck.
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Lae, New Guinea 30
December 1944 Australian troops
relaxing in the
Australian Red Cross
Society Rest Hut at
the 2/7th Australian
General Hospital.
Identified personnel,
from left to right
are: NX140976
Corporal Laurance
Kendall Hazelwood –
2 Aust Fd Svy Coy;
NX141757 Sergeant
James Borella Swan –
2 Aust Fd Svy Coy;
Signalman
Montgomery (Source:
Aust War Memorial)

Jim wrote 120 letters home while he was away. Most of those were censored with only
sketchy details of work and life in 2 Aust Fd Svy Coy. But on one occasion he wrote a letter
which was to be posted by a mate returning to Australia and which escaped the scissors of
the censor. This letter was much more illuminating of the times and Jim’s stories of his
service. In this he wrote “Our old Major, Major Clews was a wonderful cove.” However Jim
was not as generous with praise for some of the other superiors in the unit. But he did admit
that he enjoyed his time in the Army and would have felt left out had he not served.
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As well as satisfying the 2 Corps needs for surveys and maps on Bougainville in June 1945, 3 Sect 2
Aust Fd Svy Coy found time to entertain the troops with a variety show. Jim was a producer, director,
performer, artist and main instigator of the show
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In 1942 at Kyogle NSW, Jim met nurse Dorothy Doyle. Jim was away for three years returning
to marry Dorothy the day after he returned from New Guinea. The wedding had to be
postponed for a day as he was delayed travelling New Guinea – Cairns – Brisbane. After the
war Jim and Dorothy lived firstly in Sydney where Jim tried working as an artist and
cartoonist, then as a salesman where he excelled selling Electrolux vacuum cleaners, and
settling in Toowoomba QLD doing the same. He then ventured successfully into real estate as
an agent, auctioneer, valuer and land developer with his own business, JBS for Homes, until
his sudden and unexpected death in Toowoomba in 1969.
I very much thank Bill Swan for offering his father’s story to tell.
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By air where once surveyors trekked
Contribution by Charlie Watson from ARMY Newspaper circa 1963

CAMPED on remote 1400 ft. Mount Piebald-20 miles north of Cooktown a three-man camp
under WO1 Kevin Walsh had an unexpected daily newspaper delivery from friendly pilots flying
bush service out of Cooktown. Learning of the isolated camp on Piebald, the friendly pilots flew
low over the mountain and did the paper run. WO Walsh said: “Maybe ARMY can say thanks to
those blokes through its columns for us”

WO1 Kevin Walsh at the
Tellurometer in tropical
Queensland

ARMY’s correspondent reports that during the eight weeks operations, the detachment set up a
formidable list of flying hours. Supported in the operation by a Cessna aircraft and a helicopter
from 16th Army Light Aircraft Squadron, the six surveyors of the detachment had 74 flying hours
in Cessnas, 45 hours by helicopter and 11 photo sorties. In addition to the air, there was a 1496
mile road - movement for four Land-Rovers and three larger vehicles from Brisbane in six days
over roads that were, at times, mere tracks.
Decades back the survey work was done over the ground mapped in World War 2. In those days
all survey was done on foot.
WO Kevin Walsh, who had just added his 300th flying hour in survey operations since 1958,
commented: “The maps they produced then were pretty accurate for foot traverse. In our check,
particularly on the Tablelands, they were only a foot or so out and the survey marks put in are
still there and securely anchored.”
Sgt. Sam Chambers, who has covered 2800 miles by Land-Rover, ground checking old marks:
said: “There has been little interference or damage done by time to most of the marking.”
HELICOPTER pilot Lt. John Clough of 16th
ALAS checks with Cpl. Ross McMillan,
Adelaide, surveyor, and right, Sgt. Sam
Chambers, ground surveyor specialist of
Mackay, Qld
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Vale
The Editor

WX31886/5303 Lieutenant-Colonel Edward Underwood ANDERSON (Retd) MBE qs
Ed or Eddie as he was popularly known, late of Buderim, formerly of Bribie Island, passed
away peacefully 26th March, 2019 aged 96 years.

Ed retired from the Army on 21 February 1977 after 35 years of service. He served in the
Second World War enlisting in the AIF at Karrakatta, Perth WA, on 3 September 1942. He was
commissioned in December 1951 with postings including United Kingdom as an exchange
officer 1958-60, commanded several field survey operations, notably in Papua New Guinea
being awarded the Member of the British Empire in 1968. In the 1950s and later 1960s he
served with and commanded Northern Command Field Survey Section/Unit and 1 Field Survey
Squadron. Ed was the first incumbent in the position Assistant Director of Survey
Headquarters Eastern Command being promoted Lieutenant-Colonel in June 1972. His last
posting was as Technical Advisor Survey, Republic of Indonesia based in Jakarta.
Ed was the long serving Patron of the Queensland Survey Corps Association.
(Source: Orbituary and Survey Corps Association Bulletin 1977)
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Peter Elder
(Source: John Bullen)
A death notice appeared in yesterday’s Canberra Times for Peter John Elder, aged 92 years.
He was the Staff Captain (Civilian) at DSvy for many years in the 1950s and early 1960s. In
fact I think he was the first occupant of that position. I got to know him well in Melbourne in
1959 and 1960. It was during that time that AHQ moved from Victoria Barracks to Albert Park
Barracks. When DSvy moved with much of AHQ to Canberra in 1963, Peter Elder refused to
go. As a civvy, he could do that. Despite his refusal to move to Canberra in 1963, Peter Elder
eventually did move there. He lived at Gundaroo for many decades and was there in the
1980s when I met him by chance. Peter had been a member of the Canberra Survey Corps
Association.

David Harold Smith
(Source: Charlie Watson)
David, born in Melbourne on 5 August 1931 died in Canberra 3 March 2019. After finishing
high school David joined the Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works (MMBW) initially as a
draftsman. He studied at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology and later changed
career to surveying.
David joined 2 Topographic Survey Company (CMF) in East Melbourne commanded by LTCOL A
F Kurrle. He joined the CMF because he was too old for the National Service Scheme
introduced in 1951 for 18-year-olds.
One of his tasks at MMBW was to survey the high-water line for the upper Yarra Reservoir. He
was engaged on this task during the 1956 Melbourne Olympic Games so he gave his tickets to
his sister.
David married Mavis in 1957 and they settled in Mount Waverly. In
1968 David decided to move to the Commonwealth Public Service
and joined the Department of Civil Aviation in Port Moresby where
he was engaged on surveys for aerodromes. In 1971 David moved to
Canberra where he joined the Australian Survey Office until
retirement. After the death of Mavis David married Margaret.
David loved his Church, AFL Cricket and transportation (cars, trains
and ships). He was an Anglican Church Warden and served on the
Church Synod. David’s pride and joy was his (60’s?) Nash Rambler.
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Mapping for man’s first walk on the moon – 50 years ago
By Peter Jensen

The year 1969 started with the last public performance of The Beatles from a London rooftop
then eight months later another music first with the Woodstock Festival in New York State
USA. A few weeks before that in week three of my 35/69 Basic Survey Course at the School of
Military Survey, Bonegilla, the duty student marched down to the dining room for lunch, then
to watch on a small black and white television the momentus event of man’s first walk on the
moon by Apollo 11 astronaut Neil Armstrong at 1256hr (Australian Eastern Standard Time) on
21st July 1969. That television picture to the world came through the Australian CSIRO radiotelescope at Parkes NSW, having switched from the US National Aeronautics Space Agency
(NASA) station at Honeysuckle Creek near Canberra. From there Australian viewers were the
first in the world to see the picture as the telecast went into the Australian Broadcasting
Commission television network from Sydney via the terrestrial microwave network. Other
viewers worldwide had to wait (perhaps less than a second) for the signal via the new
communication satellite Intelsat 3. The NASA Tidbinbilla deep space tracking station near
Canberra provided communications and signals support to the Apollo 11 Command Module in
lunar orbit.
Twenty years later I came face-to-face with a not insignificant part of that Apollo program.
In July 1989 I was the Australian Integrated Exchange Officer at the US Defense Mapping
Agency. I had been there for six months working in geodesy refining software to compute
precise GPS point positions from geodetic quality receivers and I was to start my second
rotation in the photo triangulation segment of the new digital mapping system. On day one
my mentor was introducing me around the photo mensuration and adjustment area. The
lights were dimmed around the analytic photogrammetric stereocomparitors and I asked
‘what are those over in the corner with the covers on?’ The answer was simply ‘those are the
moon machines’. Okay, and we moved on. I spent the next few months developing a
photogrammetric triangulation adjustment error analysis package. Each morning I walked
past the ‘moon machines’ with much reverence knowing that there must be a lot more to it
than a casual dismissal. And of course there was.
I don’t think that anyone knows who made the first map of the moon but it must have been
some of the first intelligent beings on our blue planet tens of thousands of years ago. There
are Neolithic (from 12,000 years ago) stone markings in Ireland with something like ‘rabbit
ears’ or ‘man in the moon’. It was the advent of Galileo’s astronomic refracting telescope in
1609 that prompted astronomers and others to improve their maps of what they could see of
the moon. Perhaps the first real map of the moon with surface shadings, topography and a
nomenclature scheme that is still used today, was by van Langren in 1645. Relatively flat
dark areas looked like seas and were given the Latin name Mare, some with fanciful names of
Serenity, Fertility, Tranquillity and Ocean of Storms. He identified 325 features and named
them. Some cartographers who soon followed were Hevelius (1647) and Cassini (1679). But it
was another seventy years (1750s) before the German astronomer Mayer had grappled with
the problem of the rock-and-roll axis of rotation to determine the north and south lunar poles
and subsequently the equator, describing latitude as away from the equator with positive
north and negative south towards the poles, with 90 arc degrees subtended at the moon
centre between the equator and the poles, like the earth. The north pole was determined
from the convention that other planet/satellite north poles are in the same hemisphere as
the earth’s geographic north pole. The longitude gives the position east (0-180 degrees) or
west (0-180 degrees) of the Moon's prime meridian, which is the line passing from the lunar
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north pole through the point on the lunar surface closest to Earth to the lunar south pole.
Mayer was the pioneer of selenodetic (equivalent to geodetic on the earth) studies using a
glass micrometer on his telescope to fix the position of more than twenty lunar control points
(small craters). Then a century later two Germans identified a small crater (Mosting A) near
the centre of the disc as the visible mark of the prime meridian, similar to Greenwich. In
1840 the moon was first photographed and by the turn of the twentieth century detailed
measurements on glass plate photographs were made.
But it was the post-Second World War cold war inspired space race between the east and the
west that was the next big driver of activity around lunar cartography. The moon was the big
prize in the race. By 1959 the Soviet Union had rounded the moon with an unmanned
spacecraft and had taken the first photographs of the far side, never before seen by man.
Then US President John Kennedy’s speech before Congress 25 May 1961 when he proposed
that the US "should commit itself to achieving the goal, before this decade is out, of landing a
man on the Moon and returning him safely to the Earth" heightened the race. Unlike earth
explorers who explored first then surveyed and compiled maps second, maps of the moon
were needed by mission planners and the astronaut explorers before they explored. Columbus
and Cook would have been envious.
The moon that we see from the southern hemisphere, while we are standing upright, appears
to be upside down from that in the northern hemisphere. Weird perhaps but true. Stand
with your back to the moon, bend down to look at the moon under your arm – yep that’s how
it looks from Washington DC or Moscow. The moon rotates on its axis at the same rate as the
earth and so we only see one side of it although a bit of wobble around its axis of rotation
means that we can see a little around the back (about nine-degrees maximum) of each edge
of the disk. So as we see the moon from standing upright in Australia, south is at the top and
east is on the left. The equatorial plane is inclined a few degrees off the ecliptic being the
plane of all of the planet orbits around the sun. As for size, shape and gravity, the moon is
essentially spherical with semi-equatorial axis 1,738km (the earth is 6,378km), semi-polar
axis 1,736km and gravity about one-sixth of the earth. In 1961 and 1964 the International
Astronomic Union amended a 1935 resolution to adopt: for astronomic maps of the moon for
telescopes, south would be at the top of the sheet; for astronomic maps for exploration,
north would be at the top of the sheet and other cardinal directions would be as for the
earth; altitudes and distances would be in the metric system; and the established
conventions for nomenclature would be maintained. NASA adopted these in 1966.
The first step towards Apollo mission specific maps was to get more detail of the lunar
topography than what could be gleaned through the most powerful earth based telescopes.
What was used initially by US Army Map Service photogrammetrists were eight pairs of
photographs taken at the Paris Observatory from 1896 to 1907 and printed on glass plates.
These were used to compute elevations and draw contour lines. But what was to be the
vertical datum like sea level on the earth? At first the moon’s mean radius was used but that
resulted in negative heights so the floor of the crater Aristarchus (1732km from the centre of
the moon) was chosen as that appeared to be the lowest point on the near side. These
heights were computed from the radius vector of the spacecraft from the centre of the moon
from actual tracking data from the earth, minus the height of the spacecraft above the
surface as measured by the downward looking radar.
The first NASA exploration program was Ranger 1 to 9 unmanned spacecraft from 1961 to
1965. Most of the early missions failed but Rangers 7, 8 and 9 in 1964 and 1965 returned
more than 17,000 television type images before intentionally crashing into the moon. This
narrowed down a potential manned landing zone in flat and smooth terrain on the near side.
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Ranger 8 crashed only 68km from where Apollo 11 landed more than four years later. From
the Ranger program there were a few scale 1:250,000 maps with 100 metre contours and
1:50,000 maps with 50 metre contours produced.

A 1966 map scale 1:500,000 produced from the Ranger 9 program. On the back of the sheet was a
photomap from an earth telescope. At that stage terrain analysis from space photography and earth
telescopes determined that this area of the Sea of Tranquillity, near the equator, was flat and
smooth for a landing. In September 1967, Surveyor 5 soft-landed 25km north-west of the Apollo 11
site. The purple dot is where Apollo 11 landed in 1969 north of the equator at latitude +00deg 41min
15sec North and longitude +23deg 26min East.

After Ranger came the Surveyor program of seven unmanned spacecraft (two crashed) from
May 1966 to January 1968 designed to prove that soft-landings could be done safely, to
collect more information about the terrain and carried a suite of different discipline
scientific instruments and sensors. Four Surveyor spacecraft landed near the equator and
spread either side of the zero meridian. The Soviets were the first with a soft-landing of
Luna 9 in February 1966.
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But for the detailed surveys and mapping needed for planning the Apollo landing sites and for
use by the astronauts after landing, it was the five unmanned Lunar Orbiters from August
1966 to January 1968 (at the same time as Surveyor) which were of the greatest value. They
provided the best photographic material before they were intentionally crashed into the
moon well away from the planned manned landing sites. From these spacecraft 90 % of the
moon, near and far side, was overlap-photographed with more than 2,100 high resolution
(610mm lens) and 880 medium resolution (80mm wide angle) photographs providing moon
resolutions down to a few metres. The cameras were purpose built by Eastman Kodak and
included onboard film processing of the single 70mm film, scanning and the digital
photographic data transmitted to earth.
From Lunar Orbiters 1, 2 and 3 in near equatorial orbits at altitude about 46 km, NASA
reduced possible landing sites from forty to five. These were in a rectangle from 5 degrees
north and south latitudes and 45 degrees east and west longitudes. A Lunar Orbiter
photography triangulation network was established with Army and Air Force
photogrammetrists observing more than 12,000 common points on the stereocomparitors to
provide a control network for detailed photo mapping. Initial results were disappointing until
it was realised that the coordinate system as determined from the earth was not the same as
that realised by the orbiters subject to the moons gravity anomalies. So the coordinate
system was adjusted to be selenocentric (mass centre of the moon) just like our earth WGS84
geocentric system.
The detailed maps produced for the Apollo planners were mainly from Lunar Orbiter
photography. In essence they followed the old survey adage ‘from the whole to the part’.
All maps were on the Mercator projection tangential to the equator. Lunar orbital maps at
scale 1:11 million and 1:5 million were produced from 60 degs north to 60 degs south. The
main planning map for landing was scale 1:2,750,000 covering the zone 40 degs north and
south with varying accuracy of 25 km on the far side of the moon to a few hundred metres in
the middle of the near side. Then there were various photomaps at scales 1:100,000,
1:50,000 and 1:5,000 for more detailed planning and final tracking and use by the Apollo
astronauts. For cartographic portrayal of the moon’s topography a competition was run at
the lunar mapping group at the US Air Force Aeronautical Chart and Information Center at St
Louis, Missouri. That was won by a young woman with an art degree, Patricia Bridges.
The Lunar Orbiter program also confirmed the earth based tracking, flight control and
navigation/guidance systems that Apollo would use. Although primary navigation of Apollo
Command and Lunar Modules was managed by remote tracking from the earth, closed loop
inputs on the Lunar Module included its digital astronomic sextant for orientation and
position and radar for heights above the moon’s surface.
The Apollo 8 (Frank Borman, Jim Lovell, William Anders), launched on a giant Saturn V rocket
363 feet tall, being the biggest and heaviest launch ever, was the first manned spacecraft to
leave earth’s gravity and orbit the moon in December 1968. Five months later in May 1969
Apollo 10 was a full rehearsal of a manned landing with the Lunar Module (Thomas Stafford
and Eugene Cernan) undocking from the Command and Service Module (John Young), flight
down to 50,000 feet above the moon’s surface, then rendezvous and docking with the
Command Module. For Apollo 11 Lunar Module (known as Eagle) astronauts Neil Armstrong
and Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin, about 100 maps were folded and put into clear plastic sleeves in
the order which they would be needed for landing and walking on the moon. On final landing
approach Armstrong (standing as there were no seats in Eagle) noted from the maps that they
were going too fast and would overshoot the target. He took partial control flying Eagle to a
safe landing with little fuel remaining. These same maps were on walls in the back rooms of
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Mission Control to be used for track recording and the final scramble to identify the exact
location that Apollo 11 Eagle landed (+00deg 41min 15sec North and longitude +23deg 26min East).
The Eagle location was then sent to Michael Collins, in the lonely job of Command and
Service Module (known as Columbia) pilot, so that he could mark the position on his maps
then look for the Eagle location by matching the crater portrayal to what he saw out the
window on his orbit passes. For a viewer in Canberra, that location is about midway from the
centre of the moon on the left equatorial semi-diameter.
Two hours before Armstrong and Aldrin were to blast off from the moon, the unmanned
Soviet Luna 15 malfunctioned crashing only 500km from them. The Soviets had lost the race
to land man on the moon but this mission was trying to put its achievements on the frontpage by having a robotic arm take some moon rock back to earth before the safe return of
the Apollo 11 astronauts. Although the Soviet Union was the first to round the moon ten years
before Apollo 11, their manned landing program was plagued by big issues including underfunding and competing rocket options including their final choice which crashed on the first
unmanned launch in February 1969 and the second unmanned launch in early-July 1969.
Re-entry of Apollo 11 into the earth’s atmosphere was sighted by the lucky passengers on
QANTAS Flight QF596 from Sydney to Honolulu on 25 July at about 2.30am. The flight was
deliberately delayed by QANTAS in the hope of seeing the re-entry over the Gilbert and Ellice
Islands (now Kiribati and Tuvalu). An excited QANTAS Captain Frank Brown exclaimed “See
the trail behind them…what a spectacle. You can see the bits flying off. Notice that the top
one is almost unchanged, while the bottom one is shattering to pieces. The part that is
disintegrating is the service module. The top one is the command module….with the three
astronauts. In my opinion that was a spectacle of a lifetime.” Passengers who took the flight
hoping to see the historic re-entry paid $811.80 for the return flight ($9700 in 2018 dollars).
Lunar surveying and mapping did not stop with preparations for the Apollo 11 landing. Apollo
11 astronauts placed retro reflector arrays for laser ranging based studies from the earth and
many instruments and sensors have been used to explore and map the moon’s topography,
geology, structure and chemical compositions. Apollo’s 15, 16 and 17 all carried very
complex integrated metric mapping systems which amongst other things could produce
topographic maps. The US is the only country to have walked a man on the moon but has not
visited there since 1972.
In addition to the US and Soviet Union soft landings, in January 2019 China was the first
country to do an unmanned soft landing on the far side of the moon. Also earlier this year
the US company SpaceX launched a Falcon 9 rocket with an unmanned commercial Israeli
lunar lander (Beresheet/Genesis) which was scheduled to land 11 April 2019. Unfortunately
that craft crashed on its moon landing. A failure of the inertial measuring units was blamed.
The Israel approach is different to the earlier US and Soviet Union, in that rather than using a
very large costly rocket aimed where the moon would be after the three day journey there,
its lighter lower cost trajectory is a huge seven week increasing in size loop of the earth to
fall into lunar gravity/orbit. India is planning a landing also this year. Countries interested in
exploration to other planets are looking first towards the moon.
I was never able to find out exactly what the ‘moon machines’ covered-up in the corner of
the photo triangulation segment did for the Apollo 11 program. But I do know that the preApollo 11 maps were based on the photogrammetric network established by
geodesists/selenosists and photogrammetrists at the then US Army Map Service in Washington
DC and the then US Air Force Aeronautical Chart and Information Center at St Louis, Missouri.
In 1972 those two agencies became part of the US Defense Mapping Agency, which changed
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title and role in 1996 to the National Imagery and Mapping Agency and is now the National
Geospatial-Intelligence Agency.
The Apollo 11 astronauts placed medallions on the moon to honour the memory of the three
Apollo 1 astronauts, Lieutenant-Commander Roger Chaffee USN, Lieutenant-Colonel Virgil
(Gus) Grissom USAF and Lieutenant-Colonel Ed White USAF who died on 27 January 1967
when a blaze erupted inside their Command Module during preflight testing, and also two
Soviet cosmonauts who died in their bid to reach the moon.
References:
Whitaker EA, Mapping and Naming the Moon – a History of Lunar Cartography and
Nomenclature, Cambridge University Press, 1999
Wilford JN, The Mapmakers – the Story of the Great Pioneers in Cartography from Antiquity
to the Space Age, Alfred a Knoff, Revised 2000
Man on the Moon, A Courier Mail/Sunday Mail/Telegraph Privilege Book, Queensland
Newspapers, 1969
Cadbury D, Space Race – the untold story of two rivals and their struggle for the moon
NASA information booklets available on the internet

Book review – PINPOINT (How GPS is changing our world)
Contribution by Charlie Watson reviewer unknown

Book Review
PINPOINT (How GPS is changing our world)
Author: Greg Milner
First published in Great Britain by Grant Books in 2016.
Over the last fifty years, humanity has developed an extraordinary global utility which
i s o m n i p resent, universal and available to all: the Global Positioning System (GPS).
A network of twenty-four satellites and their monitoring stations on Earth, it makes
possible almost all modern technology, from the smartphone i n your pocket to t he Mars
rover. Neither the internet nor the cloud w o u l d work without it. And it is changing
us in profound ways we’ve yet to come to terms with.
Pinpoint tells the remarkable story of GPS from its conceptual origins as a bomb
guidance system to its present status as one of the most important technologies in
the world. Yet while GPS has brought us breathtakingly accurate methods of
timekeeping, navigation and earthquake tracking, our overwhelming reliance on it is
h a v i n g unexpected consequences on our culture, and on ourselves. GPS is reshaping
our thinking about privacy and surveillance, and brings with it the growing c a n c e r of
GPS terrorism.
Neuroscientists have even found t h a t using GPS for navigation may be affecting our,
cognitive maps - possibly rearranging the gray matter in our heads- leading to the
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increasingly common phenomenon ‘Death by G P S ' in which drivers blindly follow t h e i r
devices into deserts, lakes and impassable mountains.
Deeply researched, i n v e n t i v e and with fascinating insights into the way we think
about our place i n the world, Pinpoint reveals the way that the technologies we
design to help us can end up shaping our lives. It is at once a grand history of
science and a far-reaching book about contemporary culture. The above is taken
from the fly of the book.
I will add a few excerpts that may interest people. “The National GeospatialIntelligence Agency (of the USA) is arguably as important as the Air Force in
making the gears of GPS turn” “A very prominent and respected geophysics told
me that NGA’s monitoring station in Australia, near Adelaide, contains a room
only assessible to American citizens, a fact that (Steve) Malays (NGA geodesist)
will neither confirm nor explicitly deny”.
I found the book quite detailed from a surveyor’s point of view but not such to
deter an ordinary reader.
Simon Winchester author of the Map that Changed the World. (the geological
map and quite a few other books) had this to say about Pinpoint
“Seldom have I learned so much so effortlessly as from Greg Milner’s entirely
brilliant history of that most loved-and-loathed new technology, GPS. Every
page is a treasure-house of fascinations: my temptation after finishing was to
begin the book all over again, there being so much to absorb, all of it crucially
important to understanding our world’s dependence on one of modern
civilization’s new-made fundamentals.”
(Newsletter Editor – some quotes from the book:
Page 71 and 72 “But there is a corollary to being able to drop five bombs
(guided by GPS) in the same hole: what if you have the wrong hole? A few
weeks into the 1999 NATO campaign (Yugoslavia) a US B2 bomber sent a Joint
Direct Attack Munition (JDAM) GPS guided bomb to a military target in
Belgrade. It found the target flawlessly, but there was a mistake: the bomb hit
the Chinese Embassy and three journalists were killed. The problem was not
the JDAM or the person entering the target coordinates. The CIA which
provided the coordinates had used an outdated map…….Even as GPS weapons
eliminate human error, it reasserts itself in new ways. In the last days of 2001,
as fighting intensified in Afghanistan, an Air Force (US) combat controller in a
command post surveyed the GPS coordinates of a Taliban outpost and prepared
to transmit them to a bomber in the air. His GPS receiver’s battery was dying,
so he paused to replace it. What he did not know, or forgot, is that the
machine was programmed to show its present coordinates when turned on. The
coordinates he transmitted were his own. Instead of destroying an enemy
outpost, he had summoned a 2,000 pound JDAM which obliterated the post,
killing three US Green Beret soldiers and many more Afghanis who were part of
the Northern Alliance, but spared the life of the country’s future president,
Hamid Karzai”
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Photo Gallery – unusual photos Op Cenderawasih, Irian Jaya
By Peter Jensen
This photo was posted on the RA Svy Facebook page by Graham Johnston from his research
into the history of No. 2 Squadron RAAF, in particular the book ‘Highest Traditions’ by John
Bennett, 1995, https://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-669638873/view . It prompted me to look
through my collection for other perhaps unusual photos on Operation Cenderawasih, Irian
Jaya (now Papua and West Papua), Indonesia in the mid-1970s.

A fast low-low-level flight down the length of Mokmer Airfield Biak was a celebration of a successful
photo sortie enjoyed by those in the Main Base on the side of the airfield. The flight sometimes
culminated in a steep climb, wingover then the circuit to land. When No. 2 Squadron returned to
Australia mid-1971 from its bombing role in the Vietnam War it was re-roled as a Photo
Reconnaissance unit. In 1973 four Canberra bombers were modified with Wild RC10 mapping cameras
in the bomb bay with the camera operated by the navigator using the navigation sight in the main
cabin. After successful projects in Australia and Papua New Guinea (Operation Skai Piksa) they were
assigned to Operation Cenderawasih in then Irian Jaya, Indonesia, now West Papua. The Canberra’s
task was to acquire mapping quality air photography, at about 40,000 feet, covering the entire
province, for scale 1:100,000 topographic mapping. The 88.5mm super wide angle lens gave a nominal
photo scale of about 1:135,000. Directorate of Survey – Army and Army Survey Regiment designed the
flight lines and provided technical support to 2 SQN in the field, 2 Field Survey Squadron (RA Svy)
conducted the field survey (mostly 3D Doppler satellite geodetic surveys using Geoceiver and the US
Navy Navigation Satellite System Transit; chartered Beechcraft Queen Air mounted Airborne Profile
Recorder for height profiles connected to the ground stations and sea level; and Army Pilatus Porter
mounted Wild RC10 aerial camera for photo identification of survey stations), Army Survey Regiment
aero-triangulated the photography and Indonesian JANTOP compiled the maps. Twenty-five years
later I worked with the Canberra/F111 navigator who I believe provided this photo. We were on a
project together in Virginia USA for a few weeks and about week two, and over the daily debrief in
the local bar, we realised that we were both at Biak at about the same time with common and fond
memories of the time and place. 2 SQN RAAF involvement in Op Cenderawasih and other survey
operations, along with other aspects of the survey operations, including the many challenges but
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great satisfaction and pride in flying mapping photography, is discussed at length in
https://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-669638873/view Chapter 27 Bird of Paradise pp334-347. From page 343:

……………….. it was the survey task that brought No 2 Squadron the tangible results, and
the accolades. Pilot Officer Rick Owen remembered the satisfaction in knowing what No 2
Squadron's efforts were achieving during Cenderawasih: “Survey operations in Indonesia
always gave me a sense of achievement. Flying from Biak, an island in the "Birds Head"
area of Irian Jaya, involved early morning take-offs in order to beat the inevitable midday
cloud build up. A typical survey mission would be a hunt for as many miles of open sky as
possible. Some areas of Irian Jaya had not had sky clear days for over seven years, so returning
to Biak with a full magazine of photography was somewhat of an event. Whilst flying at 45,000
feet over Irian Jaya I often thought about the early Dutch map makers whose information
was used in the maps I was now using. Although the Canberra was not the most
comfortable aircraft to conduct survey from, the danger and hardships these men endured
made my job seem snug in comparison. Perhaps 50 or 60 years hence, when updated
maps of the region are being produced by images from space, the survey crews and men
from 2 Squadron will be remembered in the same way.

Letna (2LT) Armand Schroggers
(JANTOP – Topografi TNI AD) with
our Geoceiver Team mascot - a tame
preserved Cenderawasih - Bird of
Paradise
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JANTOP soldiers, with a 2
Fd Svy Sqn RAAOC
Storeman from Forward
Base Sorong, digging the
hole for the first Op
Cenderawasih survey
marks (SP1 – Satellite
Point 1) to be placed in
concrete poured insitu.
SP1 was the furtherest
point in the north-west of
the so-called Birds Head
Peninsula of western Irian
Jaya. In 1977 the station
mark prefix was changed
from ‘SP’ to ‘D’ for
Doppler.

Puncak Jaya, Irian Jaya the highest mountain peak at 16,564 feet on the island of New Guinea with its
very rare, but not unique, equatorial glaciers. The former name was Mt Carstensz named for the
Portugese navigator who sighted the snow/ice capped peak in 1623 but he was ridiculed in Europe
when he suggested equatorial snow. This fact was not verified for another 200 years. These photos
(1977) were taken from the ground above the Freeport Mine above 13,000 feet (richest gold reserves
and second richest copper reserves in the world). The mine is above the town TEMBUGAPURA where
the copper ore is refined and watered into a sluice then piped and pumped from an altitude of 6,000
feet over a 10,000 foot pass then by gravity down past TIMIKA to a dewatering plant and port on the
south coast.
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From glaciers to the beach and from the stars to artificial earth satellites. The Op Cenderawasih
ground survey was not exclusively by Transit Doppler. Here the Magnavox ANPRR14 Geodetic Receiver
(Geoceiver) solved the 3D position of one end of the island and azimuth and scale was solved by a

radiation to the other end of the island. Azimuth was by Wild T2 theodolite reciprocal east and west
ex-meridian sun/star azimuths and scale by Electronic Distance Measurement MRA301 Tellurometer on
a 90 deg eccentric – the satellite point ground mark is the star iron picquet plumb under the
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theodolite. The Geoceiver antennae and preamplifier is off the tripod standing on the black bunting
which was panelling for photo identification flown by Army Pilatus Porter fitted with a Wild RC10
mapping camera. The computed Doppler satellite spheroidal height (from post-orbit precise
ephemeris) and the observed sea-level connection provided a direct observed solution for the
reduction of Doppler spheroidal heights to sea level heights for mapping and refined the global
spheroidal-geoidal model.

The other end of the
island - with CPL Cam
Chapman rock fishing
while waiting to do
the afternoon sun
azimuth (Wild T2
theodolite) to the
rear Doppler station.
The white plastic was
the panelling for
photo identification
of the survey mark.
All of the survey work
and identification
photography was done
at low tide as the rock
shelf had waves
breaking over it at
high tide.

Cam with his catch
(more in the bucket) for
Forward Base waiting
for the two RAAF UH-1H
Iroquois helicopters to
take us to the next
survey point. The first
thing the Iroquois pilots
always asked us was
‘have you got the fish
for the cook?’. In return
the cook looked after us
with ‘extras’ in the
fresh ration hot/cold
box when we moved to
the next survey station.
The large drums are the
75 foot Canadian
Astromast tower for the
Geoceiver antenna and
preamplifier. The white boxes are for the 12V DC wet cell batteries to power the Geoceiver. The
stores are stacked so that the Iroquois could land next to them without risk of anything, apart from
the beach/reef sand, being sucked up into the rotors. The pilots trusted us!
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Right - Geoceiver antenna and preamplifier atop
the Astromast tower at full height (about 75
feet) to get the antenna horizon above the
coconut trees. The antenna was connected by
cable to the Geoceiver in the tent. Three wire
guys at each of 25, 50 and 75 foot secured the
tower. The leaning tower allowed us to set the
Doppler station ground mark plumb under the
antenna – intentional or by accident? For
computed station height we measured the
length of the signal cable from the antenna to
the ground mark.
Below - Geoceiver AN PRR14 receiver and punch
paper tape recorder.

TIMIKA 1977 – The TNI
AD Indonesian Army
Security Platoon soldier
on picquet duty
snoozing with his leg
over his bipod mounted
automatic rifle and
transistor radio blaring
– our survey mark white
panelling plastic
obviously made a cool
bed in the afternoon
heat. There were
Organisation for Free
Papua Movement (OPM)
in the local area, them
having attacked a
copper sluice pipeline
in the river in the photo
background and they
were in a village garden near us one night while we were there. The TNI security platoon commander
couldn’t understand why I didn’t want to setup camp in his compound made mainly from stacked
empty AVTUR fuel drums! The TNI soldiers appeared to feel safer while we were around although we
were ‘outside the wire’, unarmed and our survey work had nothing to do with them.
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Overflying here at about 5000 feet the RAAF Iroquois captain said ‘I don’t believe what I am seeing’.
It was BABO Airfield occupied by the Japanese in 1942 after being abandoned by the Dutch and
Australians, expanded and used by fighters and medium bombers until it was neutralised by the RAAF
and US Air Force air attacks in 1943/1944 with the last raids stopping the Japanese aircraft opposing
the major US landings in the Battle of Biak, May – August 1944. It was abandoned and isolated with
Japanese survivors having to fend for themselves until the end of the war. On a low-slow fly-around
we counted about 70 aircraft wrecks amongst the many bomb craters. Some wrecks were in the
craters. I had seen many Second World War wrecks in Papua New Guinea, but nothing on this scale.
A ‘selfie’
Iroquois shadow
in a steep turn
above a
Japanese
medium bomber
amongst bomb
craters, and
fighters in the
photo below.
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We spotted a few
fuel drums on their
sides amongst a tree
line and we landed
to have a look at
them as it was
always important to
know where fuel was
in the event of an
emergency. As I got
there a figure in a
dark greenish-brown
uniform suddenly
appeared carrying a
long rifle. In this
time warp my first
startled thought was
s*** a Japanese
soldier! A hand
wave with
‘Australia’ brought a smile and his only English or perhaps Indonesian was PERTAMINA – the fuel
drums belonged to the Indonesian oil company PERTAMINA which was working in the area and he was
there to guard them.

CPL Tim Allanson and missionary families inspecting this Indonesian Air Transport Piper Navajo which
nearly had its wings ripped off while landing at KARUBAGA, a mission station in the Central
Highlands. Two months before our Geoceiver team (myself, CPL Tim Allanson, SPR Paul Leskovec) was
there, OPM had planted tree trunks over the airstrip to block the Indonesian authorities from flying
troops or police into the area. On this one-way airstrip landing uphill the pilot was committed to
land before he saw that the airstrip was blocked. Somehow the pilot managed to land without injury
to anyone. The other wing was similarly damaged. We were there for three days before being
withdrawn under threat that OPM from BOKONDINI, a few hours walk away, were intent on capturing
the weapons that our Indonesian soldiers had and to possibly hold us Australians hostage. The fifteen
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satellite passes that we had observed to that point (balanced east-west, north-south going and
elevation) were sufficient for a 3D mapping quality solution.

South coast villagers with barramundi (speared from the canoe – at low tide the river mouth was
shallow and you could see the v-wave from the fish’s top fin) and pork (also speared) for a farewell
dinner in honour of our Geoceiver team having camped with them for five days in their hunting
village
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Mark my words
By Bob Williams and Peter Jensen
In Newsletter 1/19, the RA Svy survey ground mark stamped ‘19’ (article Mark my words) was
subject to the questions where/what is the mark? The answer is that it is located at the
south-west corner of the School of Military Survey at Bonegilla VIC (1965-1983) about forty
metres from the Kangaroo Store and a few metres east of the Ebden – Hume Dam Road. Many
of you would remember negotiating the wire fence to get to the Kangaroo Store – which is
still there much as it was nearly 50 years ago - for a pie and medium Coke for morning tea.
On the left is the sad present state (November 2018) of
the RA Svy quadrapod over the mark ‘19’. On the right

is the station in 1972, then occupied by a MRB3/201
Aerodist remote tellurometer of the second generation
airborne distance measurement system (Aerodist) acceptance trials – a clockwork fan
psychrometer (dry and dew point thermometers) is hanging on the horizontal angle iron strut
and a digital display Baromec measuring atmospheric pressure is in the box on the ground (in
the foreground) (photo from Peter Jensen who was part of the trials and Aerodist airborne
operator training). These meteorologic data were used to correct the observed slant ranges
from the Aerodist aircraft to each of the two ground remote stations. From the depressed
angle of the remote and the large dish, and the direction it is pointing, the line being
measured from here was probably to Bendigo (about 250km) which was the last line to be
measured for the system to be accepted into service. It was then immediately deployed with
1 Fd Svy Sqn in the Gulf of Carpentaria to establish geodetic and mapping quality control for
scale 1:100,000 topographic mapping. This was the first computer (PDP8e) assisted Aerodist
system in the world capable of computing sea-level distances between ground stations in
near-real time (as the aircraft was turning 180 degrees for another line crossing with ground
remote station heights and meteorological data entered manually).
Bob Williams recalls a couple of things about survey stations in the Bonegilla area. His 29/66
Basic Topographic Survey Course, which was the first full course of twenty students (eighteen
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RA Svy and two NATMAP) at Bonegilla, established thirteen stations under the guidance of WO
Spike Jones, for the Bonegilla Test Range. Station ‘19’ may have been one of them.

Bob took this photo, which is on page 103 of the Corps history, on his basic survey course,
probably at survey station Mt Lockhart with the task of clearing lines of sight to adjacent
stations including Mt Benambra. The boxes in the trailer look like chainsaw boxes. The
Warrant Officer is probably Spike Jones and the soldier next to him may be Clive Craddon.
The man without the hat is Peter May (NATMAP) and next to him with the hat is John Barry
(NATMAP) not to be confused with John Barrie (RA Svy) who was also on the course.
Bob later returned to the Bonegilla Test Range from Army Survey Regt, along with Mick
Dempster and Jon Dean, to do a lot of further work on the range.
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Cartoon provided by Greg Tolcher

During Greg’s last posting at HQ 1st Division a couple of years ago, he came across this
cartoon. There were no names against the characters, so the challenge is now to name who
these people were in HQ 1 Div Svy Sect in 1986. Please email me: pajmjensen@gmail.com

Postcards
By Peter Jensen
Congratulations to former RA Svy officer Shaun Hoffmann who will be promoted Brigadier at
the end of 2019 and appointed Director-General Land Manoeuvre Systems (advice from Daryn
Radford). I will ask Shaun for a biography to publish in the next newsletter. Other former RA
Svy members to be promoted to star rank while still serving are: Major-General RP Woollard
AO, Brigadier RL McCann AM and Brigadier Di Harris CSC. Former Directors of Survey promoted
to Brigadier on retirement are: Brigadiers L. Fitzgerald OBE, D. Macdonald AM MID and F.
Buckland OBE.
Congratulations to Greg Tolcher who proudly received the Federation Star for 40 years fulltime service to RA Svy and RAE before his retirement in 2017.
Congratulations to Peter Ralston for completing the Canberra Marathon (42km) in early April
2019 in a very creditable 4hr 28min. Peter says that the 30km mark is where you hit the wall
but he is planning to scale that wall again next year. Peter also runs as a guide for blind
runners and is always looking for helpers in that most worthy endeavour.
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Laurie McLean (formerly NatMap and Army National Serviceman serving in Vietnam 1967/68)
has published a very detailed and entertaining biography of Captain GRL Rimington a licensed
surveyor recruited into the Australian Survey Corps in 1935 and who then served during the
Second World War continuing his most valuable service to the nation after the war through his
work with the Division of National Mapping
http://www.xnatmap.org/adnm/people/about/Rimington/GRL%20Rimington.htm

Our Association Calendar 2019 – the fridge magnet
Fri 28th June 2019

Corps 104th birthday lunch

Mon 11th November 2019

Remembrance Day dinner

November/December 2019

SNAGA Survey Golf Day

Thu 5th December 2019

Christmas Happy-Hour – The Duxton Bar and Restaurant,
O’Connor shops at 5pm
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